The House of Commons
Each could become a Cabinet without unduly disturbing
the other, since it was expected that, within one or two
elections at most, the other would take its place. Each
could succeed to the other since, revolving round the
same axis, the range of oscillation of policy was limited.
It was even possible, as the career of Mr. Churchill makes
evident, for a man to cross from one side to the other
and back again without really changing his intellectual
principles; he sat as normally and naturally in Liberal as
in Conservative Cabinets. Only once, since 1832, has the
implication of Cabinet control been challenged from
within the House; that was by the Conservative Party in
1912-14 over Ulster.
Cabinet control is the reward of a successful party; it
is accepted because, so far, its consequences do not
greatly disturb the Opposition. Broadly speaking, it does
not outrage their established expectations, for they know
that the basis on which ministers make good their
electoral promises does not seriously differ from their own
basis. The electorate, in a word, was, until quite recently^
choosing between two wings of the same party rather
than between two different parties. The line of demar-
cation between them was, to use the terms I suggested
earlier, quantitative rather than qualitative in character.
It is interesting to note how, in the pre-war history of.
Socialism, that character was preserved. British Socialism
was Fabian in its outlook; and though Fabians drew
different conclusions than either Liberals or Conserva-
tives about the future of our economic system, they
accepted without any difficulty the premisses of that
system. They agreed that the economics of marginal
utility—the real foundation of capitalism—were un-
answerable. They repudiated the Marxian doctrine of
the class-war. In their famous manifesto during the
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